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Abstract-This article discusses certain key considerations in using
event trees and fault trees for risk analyses, as applied in the Reactor
Safety Study. The discussions emphasize applications and practical

modeling implementation.

fuel shipping-cask. By far the largest amount of radioactivity
is located in the fuel in the reactor core.
The much larger amount of radioactivity that resides in the
core, as opposed to other locations, is thus one of the reasons
why the bulk of attention in the safety of nuclear power plants

has been directed toward potential accidents involving only the
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core. Other reasons are the potential for large releases of energy
in core power transients and the potential for the release of the
large amounts of stored energy in the reactor coolant system.
In addition to examining all the places at which fuel is located
at a nuclear power plant site, it is also necessary to examine
the various forces that may act on the plant to cause potential
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releases of radioactivity from the fuel.
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The two questions that must be examined are 1) whether
there is some possibility for the fuel in a particular location to
melt, given the occurrence of potential accident conditions;
and 2) what events might cause the fuel in a particular location
1. INTRODUCTION
to melt. The refueling operation and the shipping cask are not
important contributors to overall risk, since it is exceedingly
The Reactor Safety Study was sponsored by the U.S. Atom- unlikely that the fuel will melt in these situations. In the reic Energy Commission to estimate public risks from commercial fueling process, fuel elements cannot be lifted out of the water
nuclear power plants, WASH-1400 [3]. In some ways, WASH- in which refueling takes place and, as long as the elements are
1400 represents the state of the art in the application of event under water, they cannot melt. Furthermore, even if the one
trees and fault trees, along with more general modeling techfuel element involved in the refueling operation could be exniques, to nuclear power plant risk analyses. The following
posed to air, calculations indicate that it would reach some
discussions are taken from WASH-1400 and cover two of the
equilibrium temperature (well below the melting point) at
which it would be adequately cooled by the combination of
key areas in the event-tree & fault-tree application-the completeness of accident considerations and the handling of com- heat radiation and convective air flow.
mon-cause failures, which encompasses the handling of essentiIn connection with potential shipping cask accidents, calculations have shown that, even in the event of low-probability
ally any dependencies. (The word dependency in this paper
includes its physical and/or statistical meanings.) The discusaccidents that might break the cask and cause failure of the
sion also covers some general risk-analysis concepts.
fuel-cooling system, the fuel would not melt. Although some
fuel cladding might be slightly damaged in such an accident,
2. COMPLETENESS OF
only small amounts of radioactivity would be released to the
POTENTIAL ACCIDENT CONSIDERATIONS
environment.
Based on the foregoing considerations, a potentially large
The analysis of potential reactor accidents rests on the
release of radioactivity could only involve the fuel in the reknowledge that the bulk of the radioactivity generated by the actor core or in the spent-fuel pool. The complete matrix of
fission process will be retained in the uranium dioxide fuel
potential accidents must therefore cover the reactor core and
pellets unless the fuel melts. Fuel melting can occur only as a the spent-fuel pool as they might be affected by the events
result of an imbalance between the heat being generated by the that could potentially cause melting of the fuel. These events
fuel and heat being removed from the fuel; heat imbalances
can be classed as internal plant failures, external forces such
can occur only as a result of a Loss of Coolant Accident
as earthquakes and tornadoes, and acts of sabotage. These will
(LOCA) or transient events. LOCA and transient events can
be discussed in turn for each of the two locations of interest.
potentially result from internal plant failures, from external
forces such as earthquakes and tornadoes, or from acts of
2.1 Potential Accidents Involving the Reactor Core
sabotage. To define the spectrum of potential accidents, the
above factors must be considered for each source of radioactiFigure 1 shows the tree of potential accidents considered
vity at the plant.
for the reactor core. Line 1 shows those accidents that can be
Fuel, in a nuclear power plant, is located in the reactor core, initiated by internal plant failures. Line 2 shows those external
the spent fuel pool, the refueling process areas, and the spentforces that can potentially cause accidents of the same type as
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Fig. 1 Coverage of Potential Accidents in Reactor Cores.

those due to internal failures. Line 3 shows the potential for
accidents due to sabotage.
The largest part of WASH-1400 was devoted to the delineation of potential core accidents due to internal plant failures.
Based on knowledge of the plant and its physical processes, the
scope of this analysis can be limited to imbalances between the
heat being generated by the fuel and the heat being removed
from the fuel because only such heat imbalances have the potential to cause the fuel to melt. As indicated earlier, heat imbalances can occur in only two ways: 1) as a result of transient
events in which the core power level exceeds the capacity of
the heat removal systems to dissipate it, or 2) as a result of
LOCAs, in which the normal cooling water is lost due to a rupture in the reactor coolant system and the core decay heat is
not removed by the emergency core-cooling systems. Subsequent discussions in this paper will describe some important
aspects of the event-tree & fault-tree methodology used to investigate these classes of accidents.
With regard to internal plant failures, it is also potentially
possible for large electrical fires originating within the plant to
fail a sufficient number of systems within the plant to cause a
transient or a LOCA that could cause the core to melt. Electrical fires are fires in which there is extensive enough burning
of electrical cables to cause the inoperability of installed safety
features. Burning can be initiated by electrical faults, current
overloads, or external causes. There is currently insufficient
collected and collated data to provide a generally applicable
statistical basis for estimating the probability of core melt as a
result of fires. However, analysis of the fairly recent fire at the
Browns Ferry plant (1975 March 22) indicates that the likelihood of core melt due to such a specific fire can be conservatively estimated as 1 x 10-5 per reactor-year. This represents
about 20% of the overall likelihood already predicted for core
melt of 5 x 10-5 per reactor-year.
For external forces, it is necessary to consider whether the
large forces that can be generated by some natural and manmade phenomena can cause any of the types of accidents developed in line 1 of Fig. 1 by causing the failures of the critical
systems defined by the event-tree & fault-tree methodology,

Fig. 2 Coverage of Potential Accidents Involving the Spent Fuel Pool.

Thus it is necessary to examine both the likelihood of such external events and those portions of the plant that can be
affected by the types of events shown in line 2 of Fig. 1. In
general, by such analyses it was found that external forces were
not a dominant contributor to the risk, as determined by
WASH-1400.
The contribution of sabotage to risk is not explicitly treated
by WASH-1400. However, WASH-1400 concluded that, while
there was no current methodology for comprehensively estimating the probability of successful acts of sabotage, any consequences produced by sabotage could not exceed the largest
predicted by the Study and would likely be much smaller.
2.2 Potential Accidents Involving the Spent Fuel Pool
Figure 2 shows the tree of potential accidents considered for
the spent-fuel pool. Line 1 shows those accidents that can be
initiated by internal plant failures; line 2 shows the external
forces that can potentially cause accidents of the type shown
in line 1: and line 3 shows the potential for accidents due to
sabotage.
Release of radioactivity from stored spent-fuel due to internal failures can potentially result from heat imbalances
causing melting of stored fuel or from mechanical damage to
the fuel assemblies causing release of gap activity. Heat imbalance can result from
1) loss of coolant water from the spent-fuel storage-pool;
2) loss of the capacity to remove heat from the pool water,
which would lead to boiling away of the pool water (While it
is indicated earlier in this section that a single fuel element in
air will be adequately cooled, the large number of closely
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clustered elements in the fuel pool would prevent radiation of
heat from the fuel from being an effective cooling mechanism.);
or
3) an increase in the heat generation rate in the pool because
the configuration of the fuel had been altered into a critical
array, again leading to the boiloff of pool water. From the
analyses that were performed, WASH-1400 found that the potential releases were relatively small compared to the releases
associated with core melt, and the probability of occurrence
was approximately a factor of a hundred below that associated
with core melt.
For external forces, as previously noted, it is necessary to consider whether the forces associated with external natural or
man-made phenomena can cause any of the accidents developed
in line 1. The probability of severe external forces at the plant
is discussed in Chapter 5 of the Main Report of WASH-1400.
In general, that discussion is applicable to the stored spentfuel as well. WASH-1400 determined that because of the lower
probability of damage to stored spent-fuel from random internal plant failures, external events are more important contributors to accidents leading to release. The probability of failure
in this latter situation was still quite low, however, and the
potential releases, even assuming melting of the total inventory
of stored fuel, were small compared to those associated with
many of the reactor core accident sequences.

3. THE HANDLING OF COMMON-CAUSE
FAILURES AND DEPENDENCIES
The heart of successful risk assessment and a principal factor
in determining the adequacy of the event-tree & fault-tree
methodology is the proper identification of potential commoncause failures. The successful definition of common-cause
failures is necessary to help ensure that all the important contributing accident sequences have been defined and that the
probabilities of occurrence of the accident sequences have been

adequately predicted.
In the risk assessment performed in WASH-1400, the identification of common-cause failures was an integral part of the
construction and quantification of event trees, and in the construction and quantification of fault trees. Only by considering these elements in concert can one gain the necessary perspective concerning the handling of common-cause failures and
dependencies.
3.1 Event Tree Methodology

As descibed extensively in Appendix I of WASH-1400, an
event tree begins with an initiating event, and proceeds
to define the possible outcomes of such an event The
event trees used in this study differ importantly from the more
conventionally used decision trees. In general, decision trees
are the representation of a process in which the adequacy of
the tree depends principally on the skill and judgment of the
analyst in properly conceptualizing the area under consideration. While this type of skill applies to some degree in the event
trees developed in WASH-1400, the analyst is aided consider-

ably because the elements of the trees are physical entities that
exist in the nuclear power plant and the processes involved in
the tree follow engineering and physical principles. The understanding of the details of plant design and of these physical
principles aid the analyst greatly in ensuring a proper conceptualization for the reactor event trees.
The outcomes of an event tree are determined by all the
physically possible permutations encompassed by the successful operation or failure of all the applicable systems installed
in the nuclear power plant that can mitigate the effects of the
initiating event. Since all applicable systems that can affect the
course of events are included, the construction of each event
tree encompasses essentially a complete set of potential accident sequences that could occur as a result of a particular
initiating event. All the event trees used for the PWR analyzed
in WASH-1400 have, for example, encompassed approximately
130 000 potential accident sequences that could conceivably
involve millions of potential common modes at the system
failure level. Clearly the question of whether one can handle
such a large number of dependencies is extremely pertinent.
Fortunately this problem has a solution since there exist
logical methods for eliminating consideration of the vast bulk
of these potential accident sequences and their associated
dependencies. These methods are based on detailed knowledge
of the design and engineering principles involved in nuclear
power plants-principles that permit the elimination of physically meaningless sequences from the logic models. As a
further step, the use of discrimination based on occurrence
probability among sequences having similar outcomes permits
further elimination of those sequences that do not contribute
appreciably to the likelihood of specific outcomes. To illustrate the elimination process, Figure 3 shows the possible
choices of success or failure of each of the functions involved
in potential LOCA sequences. Figure 4 is the same representation, except that the number of sequences has been reduced
from those that are mathematically possible to encompass only
those that have physical and engineering meaning.
For example, in those sequences involving core melt, since
it is known that the containment will surely fail, choices of
success or failure of containment integrity (CI) are logically
eliminated. Further, where electric power (EP) has failed, no
choices have been shown for any functions because none can
operate without electric power. Where the reactor trip (RT)
(i.e., the reactor scram system) has failed, no choices are
shown for emergency cooling injection (ECI), emergency cooling recirculation (ECR), and CI because the core would melt as
a result of the failure of reactor trip alone.
From this brief description of the engineering basis for the
elimination of system choices, it can be seen that the elimination of accident sequences is not arbitrary or judgmental, but
is based on the systematic application of the engineering
knowledge and principles involved in the relationships among
the various systems and functions.
The reduction of the event tree in Fig. 3 to that in Fig. 4 is
of great importance in the handling of common-cause failures
and the ability of the methodology to logically reduce the
analysis to a tractable size. A tree with the headings in Fig. 4
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X
(PIE) times the probability of system failures (PSe X ... PSFe
)
times the paobability of a particular containment failure mode
(PcFM) one of 'which is assumed to occur as a result of an accident in which the reactor core melts. The symbol P represents
probability and the various subscripts are defined as follows:
i
showing all possible choices of success and failure, would have IEE initiating event; SF system
failure; CFM containment
yielded 128 potential accident sequences, involving 896 poten- failure modes; WC weather conditions; PD epopulation dential dependencies if all sequences were considered. (In the
sity; CF caomponent failure.
From the elimination and screening process, an important
counting of dependencies, a sequence having n system choices
is taken as having n possible dependencies.) The identification conclusion reached in WASH-1400 is that accident sequences
of functional dependencies in this event tree has trimmed the
that determine the probability of radioactive releases in reactor
number of accident sequences from 128 to 17 and the number accidents are largely dominated by single system failures.
of system-to-system dependencies from 896 to 87 which need Furthermore, the bulk of the predictions of system failure
further investigation. The ability of this event-tree reduction
probabilities are also determined by single failures and single
to remove large numbers of sequences and dependencies applies causes of failures within the individual systems. Thus the probto situations involving functionably coupled systems like the
abilities predicted for reactor accidents are largely dominated
nuclear systems analyzed in the Study. This conclusion may
by single-system failures and single causes of failu'res within
not be broadly applicable to other technological designs.
systems.
A second important stage in reducing the common-cause
In summary, the systematic and logical elimination of phyfailure-analysis effort lies in 1 considering the accident
sically meaningless sequences and dependencies from the event
sequence outcomes (radioactive releases) and 2) discriminating tree allows the typical "what if such-and such were to happen?"
based on the sequence probabilities. Accident sequences having questions that are generally encountered in the consideration
similar releases can be grouped together into release categories of potential common-cause failures to be intelligently answered.
for the purposes of risk assessment. Those probabilities can be The discipline imposed by the event-tree logic imparts the underadded to obtain the total probability for each of the release
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the fault-tree analyst with the criteria for system failure as well
as the context that describes the conditions under which the
systems are required to perform. These criteria and contexts,
which may vary for individual systems as they appear in different accident sequences in the event trees, are needed for the
construction of fault trees in order to predict the proper probabilities of system failures that enter into the event tree sequences in which they are involved.
Once an event tree had been completed and the construction
of fault trees started, common-cause failures and dependencies
were incorporated into the fault trees and their quantification
in six general ways:

3. The fault trees were developed to an extremely detailed
level to ensure that single failures and single failure causes were
incorporated in the fault trees; relays, wires, wire contacts, and
gaskets are examples of the level to which the fault trees were
developed. A representative fault tree developed in the study
consisted of roughly 300 basic component failure causes, 700
higher faults (intermediate between basic cause and system
failure), 1000 fault relations (gates on the tree), and 30 000
combinations of basic component failures that would result in
system failure.
Because of the detail in the fault trees, it was possible to
identify common causes and dependencies that were due not
I. The fault trees were constructed to meet the criteria and only to hardware but also to human error and other causes.
contexts prescribed for the systems by the event trees; the fault Examples include human calibration errors causing multiple
'sensor failures in the consequence limiting control system and
trees were thus conditional. trees were thusconditional.
accident environments causing the operation of pumps inside
2. The fault-trees did identify components that were commoncotimntobitedpdn.Thsdpnecesigto multiple systems appearing in an accident sequence.
ficantly contributed to the system failure probabilities.
3. Each fault tree was developed to a detailed component
Some people hold the view that fault tree methodology will
level in order to locate single component failures and potential
inherently predict probabilities of system failure that are much
comHumon-cau failures dere expliwithyincludea in system. smaller than system-failure probabilities achieved in practice.
epitln
t included
some past works, using the fault tree technique, system
failures
were
aulree In
Hependenciesbetweenhuman
and4.ddependencies
between
human
failures werei also
falr
prbblte wrcoptdobe1-8 to _9an
probablities were computed to be 10- to 109 and
in the fault-tree quantification.
in the fault-tre
5. Test and maintenance contributions were incorporated in even lower. The fault tree method does not inherently give
the fault-tree quantification along with dependencies involving such low occurrence probabilities; in contrast, Figures 5 and 6
present the distribution of unavallabilities associated with the
test and maintenance.
systems analyzed in WASH-1400. 77% of the PWR median
6. Evaluations, including sensitivity and bounding studies,
.
.
.
'
system unavailabilities lay between 10-4 and 10-1, reflecting
were performed to determine the possible impacts from comthefailures.ad
that were
single-failure and high-probability
lh-rbblly contributions
otnulstatwr
mon-cause
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~~~~~h
mon-cause faflures.
identified in the fault trees. If one considers the 95% upper
Each of these six procedures for handling common cause failures bound, to account for data variabilities [1, 21 , then 100% of
will be taken up in the discussion that follows.
the PWR system unavailabilities were greater than 10-4 .
4, 5. Human failures were included in the fault trees and
1. The first way the fault trees accounted for common causes fault tree quantifications whenever the operator interfaced with
was by incorporating the criteria for system failure and the en- a component or subsystem and could cause failure. Unavailavironmental and timing sequences imposed on the systems by
bilities computed for components that were tested or mainthe event tree accident definitions. The PWR containment spray tained included failure contributions due to the downtime
recirculation system is on example. Two of the pumps in this associated with these acts.
system were subjected to harsh, post-accident environments and
The inclusion of human failures and test-and-maintenance
hence higher failure rates were used in the quantification, and contributions was another important reason for the rather high
the potential failures of these pumps were dependent. In the
values predicted for most system failure probabilities (e.g.,
general area of human failures, higher stress-associated failure
10-4 to 10-2). Historically, human failures and test-andrates were furthermore used when accident conditions existed maintenance contributions were often not included in fault
and quicker time responses were required. In general, the sys- trees; this was particularly true when fault trees were contem criteria had a large impact on the whole framework of the structed at the conceptual design stage of the system, where
modeling and quantifications.
such information was generally not available.
2. The identifilcation of common components in multiple
Figures 7 and 8 give a breakdown of the various contribusystems is a standard output of the methodology and constitions (based on point values) that were calculated in WASHtuted the second way of common cause and dependency ex1400 for the system failure probabilities, categorized as to hardtraction. The fault trees of all the system failures in a particu- ware, test and maintenance, human, common-cause, where
lar accident sequence were comb5ined into a larger fault tree
common-cause also include human-caused dependencies. As
using an AND logic gate. The Boolean analysis of the larger
seen from the wide variation in the contributions from the
fault trees extracts the common components and common
categories, it was important that all categories be considered
events appearing in the different system fault trees, and thus,
to determine meaningful values for the system probabilities.
determines the single components and other single events that
6. Evaluations and quantifications were performed that
could cause more than one of the systems in the sequence to
covered extraneous common causes and tested the sensitivity
fail.
of the calculated system probabilities to any additional common-

quantification.faflure
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Fig. 5 PWR Calculated System Unavailabilities (22 Systems).
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cause impacts. For example, whenever multiple component
failures in the fault trees where judged to be susceptible to
common-cause contributions that had not been previously
identified, then an upper bound, single failure probability was
assigned for the possible common-cause contribution. With
this upper bound included, the system failure probability was
then reevaluated to determine if any important change occurred.

In addition to the sensitivity studies, which consisted essentially of mathematical analyses, special engineering investigations were performed on the accident sequences to identify any
remaining possible common-cause failures, including those due
to external events and common component sensitivities. Large-

pump flywheel-failures generating missiles, pressurized gas
bottle explosions, vehicle crashes, and all motor valves failing
due to manufacturing defects were among the detailed commoncause events examined. In general, the sensitivity studies and
engineering investigations found little impact from the commoncause events that were examined in these sensitivity and engineering studies.
4. FINAL CONSIDERATIONS

The preceding sections have briefly covered the completeness
of accident and event-tree & fault-tree considerations in WASH1400. Additional perspective on the overall risk analysis can be
gained by considering the complete accident sequences needed
to define the actual risk to the public. The discussion, so far,
has considered event trees that define the frequency of occur-
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rence of some initiating event (PIE) and the probabilities of
probability would still have a probability of occurrence of only
various system failures (PSF x ... x PSFn) that can potentially 10-7 per reactor-year.
lead to core melting. Additional factors need to be considered
For the transient events of larger consequences described
in order to define the complete, risk-related accident sequences. by formulation (2), the values for the elements, as found in
1. Core melt, per se, does not necessarily create a risk to the the study, can be generally approximated as follows:
public because it occurs inside a containment building. For the p -10 P
10-4 .pCF 10-2 p
10IE
SF
radioactivity that is released from a core-melt accident to be
X
X CFM
dispersed to the environment and expose people to radioactip
lo-0I' PPD 10-2
vity, the containment must fail. While it is virtually certain WC
that core melt wll cause a dependent failure of the containwhere the initiating event is a transient, and requires rapid shutment, there are several modes in which the containment can
d
potentially fail, each having a distinct probability (PCFM) and d nt henre
a adistinct consequence.
actor-year.qunce
The initiating event frequency PIE is much higher than for
2. Given the failure of the containment, the radioactivity
the previous LOCA case; on the other hand the failure probawill be dispersed to the environs of the reactor in a manner
of the reactor protection system PSFis about 10-4 per
biity
determined principally by the meteorological conditions existdemand and the failure of the safety values to reseat (PCF)
ing during the course of the accident. The meteorological con- which
can be regarded as another system failure, is about 10-2
ditions are defined by such factors as atmospheric stability,
per demand. The total system contribution is PSF X PCF =
wind sped, and wnd diretion. Sice ther is a prbabilit
t
is obtained directly from data (as is the initiating event frePCF
wetr dition.
quency).
The PSF value is obtained from fault tree analysis
also be considered as a part of an accident sequence.
and
using nuclear experience data of approximately 2000
3. The probability distribution of population (PPD) in the
demands on the reactor protection system, an approximate
vicinity of nuclear reactors is not the same for all reactors.
*upper bound for PSF is 10-3. Using this experience, an upper
Typical generalized sequences covering the dominant conbound for the sequence is thus 10-8 per reactor-year, a ratio
tributions from the LOCA event tree and the transient event
of only 10.
tree in the PWR, involve the following two illustrative formulaFrom the above discussions it is seen that a number of probtions:
ability factors must be combined, for the complete accident
sequences, to obtain the total risk probability; the small risk
X
X
X
X
LOCAs);
(for
(1)
PIE PSF PCFM PWC PPD'
probabilities are generally due to the combination process and
not to any one factor. System failure probabilities are only
x
x
x
one element in the risk formulation, and potential commonPIE PSF PCF PCFM xP XxPD' (for transients).
(2) cause failures involving systems must be examined only in
those elements that can affect the system failure probability.
Eqs. (1) and (2) are valid if the definitions of occurrence of
System failure probabilities obtained in were generally in the
the events consider dependent failures among the elements.
range of 10-4 to 10-' , which was consistent with available
The discussion below is divided into two parts, one applicable experience and data examined by WASH-1400. The sensitivity
to the LOCA event tree sequences and one applicable to the
of the total risk probability derived from the formulations
transient event tree sequences.
shown above can be bounded by using actual data or assuming
Formulation (1) yields for the largest consequence values a the system probability to be unity. The limited variation in
probability of occurrence of approximately 1 x 10-9 per reresults when this was done in WASH-1400 indicates the general
actor-year. This relatively low probability comes not from any validity of the event-tree & fault-tree approach for risk analyses.
single element but from the combination process itself. For
example, for the small LOCA sequences in the PWR, the eleREFERENCES
ments have roughly the following values:

windistributind

(Pnc)th.is disributio

1IE
l0-3, ~SF
PSF-1102,
0 2X ~CFM
PCFM
PIE-10-3,

~¾v 10-2,[1]
lo-'
-110-1,
° I X PWC-1
O~

P

PD

10-2

where the initiating event is a pipe rupture.
The values of PIE, PWC. PPD are obtained directly from
data; PCFM is due to common causes which is obtained by
detailed physical analyses (as described in Appendix VIII in
WASHI-1400). The system probability PSF..iS. only one contri-.
buting element and is obtained from fault-tree analysis. Even
if this were in error by a factor of 100 the final sequence

10-6;

[21
[3 ]
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